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Magic the Gathering - Pioneer
Format

The new MTG format was
introduced on October 21, 2019.
This format allows cards in sets
and expansions from Return to
Ravnica all the way to our current
new set Theros, Beyond Death.
The format still boasts a relatively
small banlist which includes fetch
lands and the now infamous Oko,
Thief of Crowns.

Konami Official Tournament
Store (OTS)

Konami, the gaming giant who
brought us Castlevania, Frogger,
and Yu-Gi-Oh!, has a selective
process for adding gaming stores
to its official network of Official
Tournaments Stores. As an OTS,
we are able to host exclusive Yu-
Gi-Oh! events, and even sell the
newest Yu-Gi-Oh! products before
non-OTS stores.

Warhammer League

Warhammer is huge at the shop.
Shortly after opening, we began
a 40K Escalation League which
grew more and more competitive
as the weeks went by. We are
currently in the midst of an Age
of Sigmar League, and it has
already witnessed some absolute
bloodbaths!

A festive Space Marine.

Introducing the A&H Newsletter

A&H Games supports an incredibly diverse selection of TCGs, RPGs, and
Tabletop Games. Such diversity can make communication difficult, so we
intend to send out regular newsletters to keep people up to date on what is
happening in the shop.

The storefront before we had a real
sign!

A&H Games - Monroe opened on September
16th of 2019, and we have added over 500
customers to our system!

We’ve hosted people from many different
gaming communities, and we attribute the
popularity of A&H as a gaming hub to
our variety of products. We carry Magic
the Gathering, Yu-Gi-Oh!, Pokémon, Board
Games, Video Games, Warhammer 40,000,
Dungeons & Dragons, Electronics, and many
more accessories to go along with these
hobbies. It’s difficult to walk in and not find
something to support your interests.

The fun doesn’t stop in the shop though! We have a very active Discord
community which allows our customers to interact with one another, plan
meetups, discuss upcoming releases, or share their progress within their own
respective hobbies. (If you haven’t checked out some of the miniature work in
our Warhammer channel, you’re definitely missing out!)

What Have We Been Up To?

We’re still relatively new to the area, so we’ve been actively promoting various
events to help us gather data and gauge community interest.

Following the introduction of Magic the Gathering’s new format, Pioneer, we
hosted our very first Pioneer FNM which drew in a large crowd and was
received well by those in attendance. We have since held other Pioneer events,
and we hope to explore the format further in the future.

In early December, A&H Games - Monroe became a Konami OTS. Since then
we have hosted an impressive amount of Yu-Gi-Oh! tournaments as we work
towards our goal of running OTS tournaments where entrants can battle it
out for coveted OTS packs containing exclusive ultimate rare cards!

On December 21st, our Christmas before Christmas, many members of the
A&H Community met at the shop to exchange gifts, play games, and eat pizza!
It was encouraging to see so many community members interacting with one
another as we brought 2019 to a close.

January proved to be an incredibly busy month for A&H: regular Board
Game and D&D nights, new set releases for Yu-Gi-Oh! and Magic the
Gathering, Pokémon Prerelease Events, Yu-Gi-Oh! Tournaments, Friday Night
Magic events (Standard, Modern, Legacy, and Drafts), a Two-Headed Giant
Tournament, Two SOLD OUT MTG Prereleases, Board Game Demos, Regular
HeroClix skirmishes, various Warhammer battles, and a Pokémon GO Raid
kept A&H staff busy.



Upcoming Events

Detailed info for each of the following events can be found on the event
calendar of our website: monroe.a-h.games

Flesh and Blood

Flesh and Blood is a hot new trading card game from New Zealand. The
creators, Legend Story Studios, spent 7 years developing the game before
releasing it to the general public. While many elements of the game are
similar to those of other TCGs, Flesh and Blood has proven itself to be a
unique addition to the world of card gaming. Legend Story Studios will soon
begin selling its product through U.S. distributors. A&H Games hopes to be
ahead of the trend. On Thursday, February 6th we will host a free-to-play
casual event intended to help teach new players about this trending game.
This is what Legend Story Studios calls a “Welcome Deck" Event, and there
will be Welcome Decks given to new players. A week later, February 13th, we
will be back with our first ever Constructed Tournament.

Pokémon

Following the release of the Sword & Shield Video Game, the Pokémon TCG
has now released its newest set: Sword & Shield! On Saturday the 8th, we
will have a Sword & Shield Launch Party to celebrate the newest set. The rest
of the Pokémon schedule is currently to be determined so watch the online
calendar for updates!

On February 29th, A&H Games - Monroe will host another scheduled Pokémon
GO raid! Our first raid was a crazy success, and we hope to see even more
trainers in the future. The raid begins at 12:30 and lasts for an hour. We do
not know which Pokémon will spawn, but this is a great opportunity for our
Ouachita Parish Pokémon GO crowd to meet up, battle, trade, and capture
some new Pokémon!

Magic the Gathering

Our Friday Night Magic Schedule is as follows:

• 02/07/20 Modern
• 02/14/20 Standard/Legacy
• 02/21/20 Pauper
• 02/28/20 Standard/Legacy

In an effort to bring in new players, we will have a Magic the Gathering:
Planeswalker Deck Tournament on Thursday, February 20th. Unlike our usual
constructed events, everyone’s deck at this tournament will be one of the two
planeswalker decks which come with the new Theros, Beyond Death MTG set.
The only entry fee for this event is the purchase of one of the Planeswalker
decks.

Everyone loves drafting, but the packs we carry on the shelf are far too varied
to do a true chaos draft. On Thursday, February 27th we will have a Standard
Chaos Draft in which participants will only choose packs from the Standard
MTG sets!

Events
1. All Monday Nights are

dedicated to Monday Night
Modern

2. All Tuesday Nights are
dedicated to Board Games

3. All Wednesday Nights are
dedicated to D&D

4. 02/06/20 Flesh and Blood
Casual Constructed

5. 02/06/20
Commander/EDH Night

6. 02/07/20 Yu-Gi-Oh!
Tournament

7. 02/08/20 Pokémon TCG:
Sword & Shield Launch
Party

8. 02/13/20 Flesh and Blood
Armory Event

9. 02/13/20
Commander/EDH Night

10. 02/15/20 A&H: Painting
and Modeling 101

11. 02/20/20 Planeswalker
Deck Tournament

12. 02/22/20 Dungeons and
Dragons: Community Day

13. 02/27/20 MTG: Standard
Chaos Draft

14. 02/29/20 Pokémon GO:
Raid

Contact Information:

Physical Address

A&H Games - Monroe
2221 Louisville Ave.,
Monroe, Louisiana 71201

Email

stetson@alvarandhurriks.com

Website

monroe.a-h.games

Other

www.facebook.com/AHgamesMonroe

http://discord.gg/nNZuhr5

https://monroe.a-h.games/
https://monroe.a-h.games/
https://www.facebook.com/AHgamesMonroe
http://discord.gg/nNZuhr5


Dungeons & Dragons

Every Wednesday night is our dedicated time for D&D players to meet for their various campaigns. The struggle with
such a setup for beginners is it is difficult to meet others who are looking for groups to join. On Saturday, February

The Elder Scrolls: Call to Arms is a new
RPG releasing in March of 2020. We
will carry a limited quantity of these
items for those interested!

22nd we will be hosting our first Dungeons & Dragons Community Day. This
is a dedicated time for adventurers and dungeon masters to gather and find
new players for D&D or other related RPGs. This meet and greet event
is scheduled for 3:00-4:00 to give a solid window of time for people to
meet, but everyone is welcome to hang out and chat after the official time
slot.

Warhammer

If you’re interested in Warhammer, and you’re not currently on our Discord, then
we encourage you to join our server immediately. It’s difficult to guess when
schedules will align, but the crew in the Warhammer channel makes it work!
Drop a message in regards to when you’d like to fight, and you will likely find
an opponent who can meet within your preferred schedule.

Our Age of Sigmar League continues on for the entirety of February. Come check
it out!

Miscellaneous

Do you have a bunch of unpainted miniatures, but painting them yourself is too
daunting a task? Are you an experienced painter that needs a few tips on how
to advance your craft?

No matter what your experience is, you will not want to miss our Painting and
Modeling 101 Seminar at 2:00 on Saturday, February 15th. A&H Games staff will provide painting supplies as we
show you various techniques for getting your models and miniatures just right! This event is free with the purchase of
any unpainted miniature.

ADVENTURERS WANTED

D&D Networking

Since opening in September, we have had an “Adventurers
Wanted" sheet on the bulletin board at the back of the shop.
Many have added their contact info and other information
on the sheet, but few have connected with others with
the information given. We are going to change the way
we help adventurers and dungeon masters reach other
interested parties, but we have not yet decided which
method would be best. Here are our current thoughts:

• create a D&D specific newsletter
• create private D&D groups on Discord and/or Facebook
• let interested parties email the store directly and allow

us to connect members of this network

A D&D focused newsletter could serve as a regularly
updated space for members of the community to see which
games others are interested in, to find dungeons masters,
or find other party members for a new or future campaign.
We think this could be the best of the three options, but we
are not sure about community members being comfortable
with their information shared in this manner.

A private group on some social media platform would
allow people to discuss these matters directly with others
who share a common interest. We’ve seen a lot of success
with other games on our Discord server in regards to

people figuring out when to meet up. If you’d like to see
such a group, let us know your preferred platform.

There do exist people who would be too uncomfortable
with the previous options for finding a new group. The
shop could collect information from interested individuals
and try to fill the role of D&D “matchmaker" when we
see that the interests of certain individuals seem to align
better than others. This, however, is likely the slowest of
the options we are currently considering.

If you are interested in any of the above options, or if you
have a better idea than what is listed, please reach out
to us through email, Facebook, or Discord. We’d love to
implement a better method of D&D networking as soon
as possible.

Kid’s D&D

It’s no secret that D&D has experienced a resurgence over
the past few years. We have had many requests to host
D&D campaigns for a younger audience, but we do not
currently have staff on hand who are able to host shop
campaigns. So, we are reaching out to the community! If
you or someone you know would be interested in hosting
a campaign for a younger crew, reach out to us so we can
discuss the benefits for all involved.



Highlights

Board Game Demonstrations

Our friend, Gary Kaufman, is a local board game enthusiast and Envoy Herald for Double Exposure Inc. This means
Gary is actively trying to demo and promote as many board games as he can! So far Gary has officially demonstrated
Eight Minute Empire, Silk, Yummy Yummy Pancake, Star Realms: Frontiers, Carcassonne, and Tiny Epic Tactics at A&H.

Unofficially, Gary will also pull games from our
Free-to-Play Board Game shelf and show others
how these are played. This dude is super
knowledgeable about board games, and he happily
helps others learn more!

Gary travels to many gaming conventions to stay in
the know about new and future releases of board
games. Check our social media announcements
for future board game demonstrations. There are
some seriously fun new games taking place on our
tables.

Chat with us about our Free-to-Play games!

Theros, Beyond Death - Prerelease

We celebrated the release of Theros, Beyond death big time with our weekend prerelease events. Each event was
completely sold out, and our Saturday prerelease introduced many brand new players to the game. The success of the
weekend didn’t come without some setbacks. We had to turn many players
away because we sold out of our Prerelease tickets — which is a good thing
in regards to how many people showed up, but we never desire to turn people
away from a good time.

Hopefully, as our player base increases and our number of engaged
players/events rises, Wizards of the Coast will increase our future allocations
of new products so we can host larger tournaments.

The prerelease set for the next set, Ikoria: Lair of Behemoths, will introduce
Wizards of the Coast’s first official league for Commander Nights. We look to
balance our normal prerelease events with prerelease Commander events!

Wizards of the Coast mainly cares about two metrics when it comes to deciding
future allocations: number of event tickets and engaged players. Fortunately,
even casual events in the shop can count towards our ticket count. Ask us about
what you can do to help improve these metrics via casual play.



Yu-Gi-Oh! OTS Events

Immediately after receiving our newly
given title of Konami Official Tournament
Store, we began hosting as many OTS
Tournaments as we could. To retain our
OTS status, we are required to hold at least
one OTS Yu-Gi-Oh! tournament per month.
We held 3 in January alone!

Following the releases of Legendary
Duelists: Magical Hero and Ignition Assault,
February looks promising for our Yu-Gi-Oh!
community.

Unfortunately, due to our new status as an
OTS, Konami has been unwilling to release
the highly sought OTS packs for use in
our tournaments. We’re hoping that our
high capacity tournaments in January and
the scheduled events in February will be
enough to convince Konami to allow us the
additional OTS pack support. Once that happens, we anticipate Yu-Gi-Oh! to be one of the biggest TCGs at A&H
Games - Monroe!

OTS packs aren’t the only benefit of being a Konami Official Tournament Store. We also get to sell the newest products
before non-OTS stores — this includes the large chain retailers. A&H customers were able to purchase packs of Chaos
Impact, Legendary Duelists: Magical Hero, and Ignition Assault before players in other parts of the country even had
the opportunity.

“Win A Dual Land" Legacy Tournament

If you haven’t heard, our latest Legacy Tournament was a huge success! We had 20 players for the tournament, and
many of these players were from out of state. January brought many surprises for A&H, but a 20 person Legacy

tournament with many out of state participants was definitely the biggest.

This was a hard fought tournament with many quick losses and narrow wins.
The tournament lasted for over 4 hours! In the end our MP Revised Edition
“Bayou" was won by Ryder Adkins! If you see Ryder, make sure to congratulate
his win — it definitely wasn’t easy.

You can expect more Legacy events in the future. Plans for other tournaments
are still in the works, but we certainly have our eyes on other Legacy staples
to use as future prize support.

If you attended our “Win a Dual Land" Tournament, we cannot thank you enough for coming out and helping us
create such an enjoyable and memorable experience. Reach out to us if you have any ideas for future Legacy events.
We want to hear from you!



Plans for the Future

Digital Content

A backlit GBC with shell, lens, and LED
modifications completed by an A&H store
owner.

There’s a lot that goes on behind the scenes at A&H Games that we believe you
would enjoy to see.

We hope to create “How to Play" videos for some of our more popular board
games such as “Catch the Moon" — a customer favorite.

Certain A&H staff members enjoy repairing and modding retro video game
consoles. We hope to record a few of these to share with our community and
encourage others to pick up a new hobby or set of skills.

In addition to showing the behind the scenes ventures of A&H, we hope to also
stream future events, and encourage our community to create media of their
own.

Shop Improvements

A&H Games is very proud of our system for keeping up with customers, looking
up singles, and the work we have put into our website. However, there are still
certain elements of card shop life that need improvement. We hope to install
kiosks in the future to help lighten the traffic at the register and allow customers
to quickly access our entire stock of TCG singles and other products.

We are in the process of going through all of our bulk common and uncommon MTG singles and adding them to our
inventory to be viewed online. There are currently many singles that can only be viewed on our website, so if you
haven’t used our singles search feature there, you may be missing a huge selection of our singles.

Events

Flesh and Blood: Arcane Rising releases on March 27th with prereleases occuring on the 21st and 22nd.

We are looking into how to better support the EDH and CEDH communities so we can increase our number of
Commander events. Additionally, we will be trying out new ways of bringing in beginners to MTG.

We hope to host more casual and fun MTG formats such as Planechase and Two-Headed Giant.

We will continue our efforts to build up our Yu-Gi-Oh! community as we aim towards receiving OTS packs from Konami!

Products

We have a few campaigns planned to encourage customers to bring in their old video games. We hope to see the retro
scene more active in the near future.

As we learn of more TCGs, we will try to determine the level of community interest so that we can adequately support
those looking for something new. Currently, we have our eyes on Naruto, Dragon Ball Super, Final Fantasy, and
Digimon. We currently have older products for some of these TCGs on our shelf, but we have been hesitant to bring in
any of the newer sets. If you are interested in any of these, please reach out to us and let us know. We will support
any TCG that has a significant interest in our shop!


